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a b s t r a c t

This paper makes an observation about the “amount of structure” that different classical and relativistic
spacetimes posit. The observation substantiates a suggestion made by Earman (1989) and yields a
cautionary remark concerning the scope and applicability of structural parsimony principles.
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1. Introduction

There is a story that is often told about the progression of
classical spacetime theories.1 We began long ago with Aristotelian
spacetime. Aristotelian spacetime singles out a preferred worldline
as the center of the universe. Then we moved to Newtonian
spacetime and did away with this structure. Newtonian spacetime
does not single out a preferred worldline, but it does single out a
preferred inertial frame as the rest frame. Finally, we moved to
Galilean spacetime and again did away with structure. Galilean
spacetime does not even single out a preferred inertial frame.

This story provides a sense in which each of these classical
spacetimes has “less structure” than its predecessors. It is natural
to ask whether this progression towards less structure continues
in the transition between classical and relativistic spacetimes. The
purpose of this paper is to answer this question by investigating
the structural relationships that hold between Galilean, New-
tonian, and Minkowski spacetime. There is a precise sense in
which Newtonian spacetime has more structure than both Gali-
lean spacetime and Minkowski spacetime. But in this same sense,
Galilean and Minkowski spacetime have incomparable amounts of
structure; neither spacetime has less structure than the other. The

progression towards a less structured spacetime therefore does
not continue into the relativistic setting.

This discussion of spacetime structure will yield two modest
philosophical payoffs. First, it will substantiate a remark made by
Earman (1989). Earman has suggested, somewhat paradoxically,
that Newtonian spacetime is a more natural stepping-stone to
relativistic spacetimes than Galilean spacetime is. This discussion
will provide one way of making Earman's suggestion perfectly
precise. Second, this discussion will also yield a cautionary remark
concerning the scope and applicability of the following methodo-
logical principle:

Structural parsimony: All other things equal, we should prefer
theories that posit less structure.

This paper will provide an example of two physical theories that
posit incomparable amounts of structure. In such cases, a struc-
tural parsimony principle is not applicable.

2. Structure preliminaries

We begin by explicating the idea of the “amount of structure”
that a mathematical object has. We would like a clear and
principled way to say when some mathematical object X has more
or less structure than another mathematical object Y. One parti-
cularly natural way to compare amounts of structure appeals to
the automorphisms, or symmetries, of a mathematical object.
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An automorphism of a mathematical object X is an invertible
function from X to itself that preserves all of the structure of X. The
automorphisms of an object bear a close relationship to the
structure of the object. This relationship suggests the following
kind of criterion for comparing amounts of structure:

SYM: A mathematical object X has more structure than a
mathematical object Y if the automorphism group
AutðXÞ is “smaller than” the automorphism group AutðYÞ.

The basic idea behind SYM is clear. If a mathematical object has
more automorphisms, then it intuitively has less structure that
these automorphisms are required to preserve. Conversely, if a
mathematical object has fewer automorphisms, then it must be
that the object has more structure that the automorphisms are
required to preserve. The amount of structure that a mathematical
object has is, in some sense, inversely proportional to the size of
the object's automorphism group.2

The criterion SYM is intuitive, but it is imprecise. One way to
make SYM precise is as follows:

SYMn: A mathematical object X has more structure than a
mathematical object Y if AutðXÞ⊊AutðYÞ.

The condition AutðXÞ⊊AutðYÞ is one way to make precise the idea
that AutðXÞ is “smaller than” AutðYÞ. SYMn makes intuitive verdicts
in many simple cases of structural comparison. For example, one
can verify that in general SYMn makes the following verdicts:

� A set X has less structure than a group ðX; �Þ.
� A set X has less structure than a topological space ðX; τÞ.
� A vector space V has less structure than an inner product space

ðV ; gÞ.

The criterion SYMn is one particularly natural way to explicate
the idea that an object X has “more structure” than another object
Y. In what follows, we will use SYMn to compare the structure of
Galilean, Newtonian, and Minkowski spacetime.3 Earman has
implicitly used SYMn to compare the structure of various classical
spacetimes (Earman, 1989, Ch. 2). And indeed, SYMn makes
the intuitive verdicts in all of these cases. Galilean spacetime
has less structure than Newtonian spacetime, which in turn
has less structure than Aristotelian spacetime. This paper
simply extends Earman's discussion into the relativistic
setting.

3. Spacetime preliminaries

Before applying SYMn to these spacetimes we need some
preliminaries.4 We first present the standard mathematical
descriptions of Galilean, Newtonian, and Minkowski spacetime,
and then discuss their automorphisms.

3.1. Spacetimes

Spacetime theories begin by specifying a smooth, connected,
four-dimensional manifold M. Each point pAM represents the
location of an “event” in spacetime. Galilean, Newtonian, and
Minkowski spacetime all have the underlying manifold M ¼R4.
They then endow R4 with different geometric structures.

Galilean spacetime is the tuple ðR4; tab;h
ab;∇Þ. The smooth

tensor fields tab and hab and the derivative operator ∇ are defined
as follows:

tab ¼ ðdax1Þðdbx1Þ

hab ¼ ∂
∂x2

� �a ∂
∂x2

� �b

þ ∂
∂x3

� �a ∂
∂x3

� �b

þ ∂
∂x4

� �a ∂
∂x4

� �b

∇ is the coordinate derivative operator on R4;

where daxi is the differential of the standard coordinate function

xi : R4-R and ∂=∂xi
� �a

is the standard ith coordinate vector field

on R4. The coordinate derivative operator ∇ on R4 is defined to be

the unique derivative operator that satisfies ∇a ∂=∂xi
� �b ¼ 0 for

each i¼ 1;…;4.5 Importantly, we note that ∇ is flat, in the sense
that its curvature field Ra

bcd ¼ 0 everywhere on R4.
One interprets these geometric structures on Galilean space-

time as follows (Malament, 2012, Ch. 4.1). The field tab is a
“temporal metric”. It assigns a temporal length to vectors, and
defines a preferred partitioning of Galilean spacetime into “simul-
taneity slices”. The field hab is a “spatial metric”. Given a vector ξa,
one can use hab to (indirectly) assign a spatial length to it. Finally,
the derivative operator ∇ endows R4 with a “standard of con-
stancy”. It specifies which trajectories through Galilean spacetime
are geodesics.

Newtonian spacetime is obtained by adding a preferred notion
of “rest” to Galilean spacetime. Specifically, it is the tuple
ðR4; tab;h

ab;∇; λaÞ, where tab, hab and ∇ are defined exactly as in
Galilean spacetime, and

λa ¼ ∂
∂x1

� �a

:

The structures tab, hab, and ∇ are interpreted as above. The field λa

singles out a preferred rest frame. It allows one to classify
trajectories through Newtonian spacetime as “at rest” or “not at
rest”. A geodesic γ : I-R4 with tangent field ξa is at rest if ξa ¼ cλa

for some constant cAR.
It only remains to define Minkowski spacetime. Minkowski

spacetime is the pair ðR4;ηabÞ, with the Minkowski metric ηab
defined by

ηab ¼ ðdax1Þðdbx1Þ�ðdax2Þðdbx2Þ�ðdax3Þðdbx3Þ�ðdax4Þðdbx4Þ:6

The metric ηab endows Minkowski spacetime with “lightcone
structure”. It allows one to classify a vector ξa at pAR4 as timelike

(if ηabξ
aξb40) or lightlike (if ηabξ

aξb ¼ 0) or spacelike (if

ηabξ
aξbo0). Timelike vectors at a point pAR4 lie on the interior

of the lightcone, lightlike vectors lie on the boundary of the
lightcone, and spacelike vectors lie outside the lightcone.

2 A criterion like SYM is used by North (2009) to compare the structure of
Hamiltonian and Lagrangian mechanics and by Earman (1989) to compare various
classical spacetime theories. See Halvorson (2011), Swanson & Halvorson (2012),
Curiel (2014), and Barrett (2015) for related discussions of structure and classical
mechanics.

3 SYMn has some shortcomings. In particular, it is overly sensitive to the set
that underlies a mathematical object. There is a sense in which a topological space
ðX; τÞ has more structure than a set Y even when the sets X and Y are distinct. It is
not the case, however, that AutðX; τÞ � AutðYÞ (since functions from X to itself are
different from functions from Y to itself), so SYMn is incapable of capturing this
sense. But this will not be problematic for our purposes; all of the spacetimes that
we consider have the same underlying set R4.

4 The reader is encouraged to consult Malament (2012) or Wald (1984) for
details.

5 For proof that the coordinate derivative operator is unique see Malament
(2012, Prop. 1.7.11). One can easily verify that Galilean spacetime, so defined, is a
classical spacetime in the sense of Malament (2012, p. 249).

6 Note that ∇aηbc ¼ 0, where ∇ is the derivative operator defined above. So the
coordinate derivative operator ∇ on R4 is the unique derivative operator compa-
tible with the Minkowski metric.
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3.2. Spacetime automorphisms

In order to use the criterion SYMn to compare the structure of
Galilean, Newtonian, and Minkowski spacetime, we need to say
what the automorphisms of these three spacetimes are.

An automorphism of Galilean spacetime is a diffeomorphism f :
R4-R4 that satisfies the following three conditions:

(i) f nðtabÞ ¼ tab,
(ii) f nðhabÞ ¼ hab,
(iii) a smooth curve γ : I-R4 is a geodesic with respect to ∇ if and

only if f○γ : I-R4 is a geodesic with respect to ∇.

The first two conditions require that f preserves the temporal metric
tab and the spatial metric hab. Since a derivative operator is completely
characterized by its class of geodesics, the third condition requires that
f preserves the derivative operator ∇.7 An automorphism of Newtonian
spacetime is an automorphism of Galilean spacetime f : R4-R4 that
in addition satisfies f nðλaÞ ¼ λa. This additional condition requires that
automorphisms of Newtonian spacetime preserve the standard of rest
λa. Lastly, an automorphism of Minkowski spacetime is a diffeomorph-
ism f : R4-R4 that preserves the Minkowski metric ηab in the sense
that f nðηabÞ ¼ ηab.

There is a particularly natural way to specify automorphisms of
a spacetime. One lays down an appropriate smooth vector field ξa

on the spacetime and then defines an automorphism by “flowing”
along the field ξa. More precisely, the method is as follows. A
smooth vector field ξa on a manifold M determines a one-
parameter group of diffeomorphisms Γt : U-Γt ½U�, where U �M
is some open set. The maps Γt are called flow maps. Intuitively, the
flow map Γt takes a point pAM and moves its t units of parameter
distance along the vector field ξa.

The flow maps associated with ξa are diffeomorphisms, but we
also need to say when they preserve the various geometric
structures that the manifold M might have. The following two
facts do exactly that. The first fact states the conditions under
which flow maps preserve various tensor fields on M (Malament,
2012, Prop. 1.6.6).

Fact 1. Let ξa and λa1…ar
b1…bs be smooth fields on M. Then the following

conditions are equivalent:

(1) Lξλ
a1…ar
b1…bs ¼ 0 (everywhere on M).

(2) For all local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms
fΓt : U-Γt ½U�gtA I generated by ξa and all tA I,
ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ ¼ λa1…ar
b1…bs .

The basic idea behind Fact 1 is the following. The Lie derivative
Lξλ

a1…ar
b1…bs measures how much the tensor field λa1…ar

b1…bs changes along
the vector field ξa. So it should be that the smooth tensor field
λa1…ar
b1…bs is “constant” along ξ

a (in the sense that Lξλ
a1…ar
b1…bs ¼ 0) if and

only if “flowing” along the vector field ξa does not change λa1…ar
b1…bs .

This is exactly what Fact 1 guarantees.
The second fact states the conditions under which flow maps

preserve derivative operators on M. A proof of Fact 2 is contained
in an appendix.8

Fact 2. Let ξa be a smooth vector field on M and let ∇ be a derivative
operator on M with associated curvature field Ra

bcd. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) ∇a∇bξ
m ¼ Rm

bnaξ
n.

(2) For all local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms
fΓt : U-Γt ½U�gtA I generated by ξa and all tA I, a smooth curve
γ : R-M is a geodesic with respect to ∇ if and only if Γt○γ :

R-M is a geodesic with respect to ∇.

Fact 2 is useful because it is typically easier to check whether
(1) holds than whether (2) holds. Facts 1 and 2 allow one to say
which vector fields on R4 generate automorphisms of Galilean,
Newtonian, or Minkowski spacetime.

4. Spacetime structure

We now have the tools to compare the structure of these three
spacetimes. The four simple propositions in this section demon-
strate that Galilean, Newtonian, and Minkowski spacetime stand
in the following relationships, where the symbol “o” means “has
less structure than (according to SYMn)”:

In what follows, we denote the automorphism group of
Galilean spacetime by AutðGalileanÞ, and similarly for the auto-
morphism groups of Newtonian and Minkowski spacetime.

The first two propositions demonstrate that according to SYMn,
Galilean spacetime and Minkowski spacetime have incomparable
amounts of structure.

Proposition 1. It is not the case that AutðGalileanÞ �
AutðMinkowskiÞ.

Proof. We exhibit an automorphism of Galilean spacetime that is
not an automorphism of Minkowski spacetime. Let pAR4 and
consider the smooth field

ξa ¼ x1�x1ðpÞ� � ∂
∂x2

� �a

:

Let Γt : R
4-R4 be a flow map associated with ξa. The map Γt is an

automorphism of Galilean spacetime, but not of Minkowski space-
time. The proof is a simple computation. We first compute that

Lξtab ¼ ξn∇ntabþtnb∇aξ
nþtan∇bξ

n

¼ tnbðdax1Þ
∂
∂x2

� �n

þtanðdbx1Þ
∂
∂x2

� �n

¼ 0:

The first equality follows from Malament (2012, Prop. 1.7.4) and
the second and third follow from the definitions of tab, ∇, and ξa.
Fact 1 then implies that ðΓtÞnðtabÞ ¼ tab. In a similar manner one
proves that ðΓtÞnðhabÞ ¼ hab. Lastly, one computes that ∇a∇bξ

c ¼ 0.
Since ∇ is flat (i.e. Ra

bcd ¼ 0), Fact 2 implies that Γt preserves ∇. So
Γt is an automorphism of Galilean spacetime. But one computes in
the same manner as above that Lξηaba0. Fact 1 then implies that
Γt is not an automorphism of Minkowski spacetime.□

7 See Malament (2012, Prop. 1.7.8) for proof that a derivative operator is
completely characterized by its class of geodesics. Weatherall (2015) also defines
automorphisms of a classical spacetime in this way.

8 Neither Malament (2012), Geroch (1972), nor Wald (1984) contain a proof of
Fact 2. One can consult Hall (2004) for another statement of it and Poor (1981) for a
proof that uses more advanced tools from the theory of vector bundles.
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The vector field ξa defined above is sometimes referred to as a
“Galilean velocity boost”. It can be pictured as follows9:

Proposition 1 shows that Galilean velocity boosts are not
automorphisms of Minkowski spacetime. A Galilean velocity boost
“breaks” the lightcone structure of Minkowski spacetime. And so
according to SYMn, it is not the case that Galilean spacetime has
more structure than Minkowski spacetime.

Proposition 2 demonstrates the converse. According to SYMn, it is not
the case that Minkowski spacetime has more structure than Galilean
spacetime. Velocity boosts in Minkowski spacetime—sometimes called
“Lorentz boosts”—are not automorphisms of Galilean spacetime. They
“break” the preferred simultaneity slice structure of Galilean spacetime.

Proposition 2. It is not the case that AutðMinkowskiÞ � AutðGalileanÞ.

Proof. We exhibit an automorphism of Minkowski spacetime that
is not an automorphism of Galilean spacetime. Let pAR4 and
consider the smooth field

κa ¼ x2�x2ðpÞ� � ∂
∂x1

� �a

þ x1�x1ðpÞ� � ∂
∂x2

� �a

:

Let Γt : R
4-R4 be a flow map associated with κa. The map Γt is an

automorphism of Minkowski spacetime, but not of Galilean space-
time. The proof is again a simple computation. One first computes
that Lκηab ¼ 0, so Fact 1 implies that Γt is an automorphism of
Minkowski spacetime. But one can verify that Lκtaba0, so Γt is
not an automorphism of Galilean spacetime.□

The vector field κa can be pictured as follows:

Proposition 2 shows that Lorentz velocity boosts like κa are not
automorphisms of Galilean spacetime. They preserve the lightcone
structure of Minkowski spacetime, but they do not preserve the
preferred simultaneity slice structure of Galilean spacetime. So
according to SYMn, it is not the case that Minkowski spacetime has
more structure than Galilean spacetime.

Propositions 1 and 2 provide a precise sense in which Min-
kowski spacetime and Galilean spacetime have incomparable
amounts of structure. Each spacetime has some structure that
the other lacks. Minkowski spacetime has lightcone structure that
Galilean spacetime lacks. And conversely, Galilean spacetime
has preferred simultaneity slice structure that Minkowski
spacetime lacks.

The final two propositions show that the structure of New-
tonian spacetime is comparable with the structure of Minkowski
and Galilean spacetime. In fact, Newtonian spacetime has more
structure than both. We begin with the simpler of the two.
According to SYMn, Newtonian spacetime has more structure than
Galilean spacetime.

Proposition 3. AutðNewtonianÞ⊊AutðGalileanÞ.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions of the two
spacetimes that AutðNewtonianÞ � AutðGalileanÞ. Now consider
the smooth field ξa and the map Γt from the proof of Proposition
1. We already know that Γt is an automorphism of Galilean
spacetime. But one can easily compute that Lξλ

aa0, so Γt is not
an automorphism of Newtonian spacetime.□

Proposition 3 demonstrates that according to SYMn, Newtonian
spacetime has more structure than Galilean spacetime. This is
perfectly intuitive. After all, Newtonian spacetime is obtained by
“adding structure” to Galilean spacetime in the form the vector
field λa.

Proposition 4 may not be quite so obvious. According to SYMn,
Newtonian spacetime also has more structure than Minkowski
spacetime. The tuples ðR4; tab;h

ab;∇; λaÞ and ðR4;ηabÞ might not
appear to bear the same structural relationship to one another as
do the tuples ðR4; tab;h

ab;∇; λaÞ and ðR4; tab;h
ab;∇Þ. But this is

misleading. There is a precise sense in which Newtonian space-
time has more structure than Minkowski spacetime. The structure
of Newtonian spacetime allows one to explicitly define the light-
cone structure of Minkowski spacetime.10

Proposition 4. AutðNewtonianÞ⊊AutðMinkowskiÞ.

Proof. We first show that AutðNewtonianÞ � AutðMinkowskiÞ. One
can easily see that

ηab ¼ λaλb�hab:

Automorphisms of Newtonian spacetime preserve λa and hab,
so they also preserve ηab and are automorphisms of Minkowski
spacetime. Now suppose for contradiction that AutðMinkowskiÞ �
AutðNewtonianÞ. Proposition 3 then implies that AutðMinkowskiÞ �
AutðGalileanÞ, contradicting Proposition 2.□

5. Conclusion

This discussion takes a step towards explicating some of the
relationships that hold between different spacetime theories. We
have seen a precise sense in which Newtonian spacetime has more
structure than both Galilean spacetime and Minkowski spacetime.
But in this same precise sense, Minkowski spacetime and Galilean
spacetime have incomparable amounts of structure. Neither9 Geroch (1978) sometimes refers to Galilean velocity boosts as “beveling the

deck”. The thought is that one can picture Galilean spacetime as a deck of cards,
where each card represents a simultaneity slice. A Galilean velocity boost “bevels”
this deck. 10 Earman (1989, p. 34) suggests the idea behind the following proof.
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spacetime has more structure than the other; each has some
structure that the other lacks.

The discussion yields two philosophical payoffs. First, it sub-
stantiates a somewhat paradoxical suggestion made by Earman
(1989, p. 34). Earman has suggested that Newtonian spacetime is a
more natural stepping-stone to Minkowski spacetime, and to
relativistic spacetimes in general, than Galilean spacetime is. One
can make Earman's suggestion perfectly precise by considering the
comparative structure of these spacetimes. If one begins with
Newtonian spacetime, one can arrive at Minkowski spacetime
simply by judiciously defining new fields and excising the right
structure. But the same cannot be said of Galilean spacetime. No
matter what structure one excises from Galilean spacetime, one
will not end up with Minkowski spacetime. Galilean spacetime
does not allow one to define the lightcone structure of Minkowski
spacetime.

Second, the discussion yields a remark concerning the scope
and applicability of the following methodological principle:

Structural parsimony: All other things equal, we should prefer
theories that posit less structure.

North (2009) endorses this kind of principle and uses it to argue
that we should prefer the Hamiltonian formulation of classical
mechanics over the Lagrangian formulation. She explains the
principle as follows:

This is a principle informed by Ockham's razor; though it is not
just that, other things being equal, it is best to go with the
ontologically minimal theory. It is not that, other things being
equal, we should go with the fewest entities, but that we
should go with the least structure. (North, 2009, p. 64)

The structural parsimony principle still stands in need of clar-
ification. In order to apply it, one would first need to make precise
exactly what the “other things” are and what it would mean for
them to be “equal”. And furthermore, it is not immediately clear
what it might mean to “prefer” one theory over another, nor why a
theory's structural parsimony might license this preference.11

Before clarifying the structural parsimony principle, however,
one can make a cautionary remark about its scope and applic-
ability. There are situations where structural parsimony does not
help one to adjudicate between theories. It is not the case that
Galilean spacetime has less structure than Minkowski spacetime,
nor is it the case that Minkowski spacetime has less structure than
Galilean spacetime. In cases of incomparable structure, structural
parsimony principles simply are not applicable.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains a proof of Fact 2, which we restate here
for convenience.

Fact 2. Let ξa be a smooth vector field on M and let ∇ be a derivative
operator on M with associated curvature field Ra

bcd. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) ∇a∇bξ
m ¼ Rm

bnaξ
n.

(2) For all local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms
fΓt : U-Γt ½U�gtA I generated by ξa and all tA I, a smooth curve
γ : R-M is a geodesic (with respect to ∇) if and only if Γt○γ :

R-M is a geodesic (with respect to ∇).

We will prove this fact using four lemmas. Lemmas 2–4
establish a chain of equivalences that immediately yield the
desired result. Lemma 1 will be useful in the proofs of Lemmas
2–4. For ease of exposition we will assume that the vector field ξa

is complete so that the flow maps Γt : M-M are defined on all of
M.

It will be useful to first set up some notation. Let M be a
manifold, and let λa1…ar

b1…bs ðtÞ be a smooth field on M that is also
smooth in t. We define a smooth field ðd=dtÞðλa1…ar

b1…bs ðtÞÞj t ¼ 0 on M.
The field ðd=dtÞðλa1…ar

b1…bs ðtÞÞj t ¼ 0 takes the value

lim
t-0

1
t

λa1…ar
b1…bs ðtÞ

���
p
�λa1…ar

b1…bs ð0Þ
���
p

� �

at a point pAM (Geroch, 1972, Section 21).
Let ξa be a smooth field on M with fΓt : M-MgtAR an

associated one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms. Let λa1…ar
b1…bs

be a smooth field on M. In the following lemma, for ease of
notation, we will write λa1…ar

b1…bs ðtÞ≔ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ.

Lemma 1. Let ξa be a smooth field on M with fΓt : M-MgtAR an
associated one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms. Let λa1…ar

b1…bs be a
smooth field on M. Then

d
dt

∇n λa1…ar
b1…bs ðtÞ

�� �� ���
t ¼ 0

¼∇n
d
dt

λa1…ar
b1…bs ðtÞ

�� ���
t ¼ 0

� �
:

Proof. The proof is essentially the same regardless of the index
structure of λa1…ar

b1…bs , so we work with a representative case λab. Let
pAM with ðU;φÞ a neighborhood of p. Let ∇n be the coordinate
derivative operator on ðU;φÞ (Malament, 2012, Prop. 1.7.11). There
is a smooth symmetric field Cabc on M such that

∇nλ
a
bðtÞ ¼∇nλ

a
bðtÞþλamðtÞCm

nb�λmb ðtÞCa
mn ð1Þ

(Malament, 2012, Prop. 1.7.3). Differentiating both sides of (1) with
respect to t yields

d
dt
ð∇nλ

a
bðtÞÞ

����
t ¼ 0

¼ d
dt
ð∇nλ

a
bðtÞÞ

��
t ¼ 0þCm

nb
d
dt
λamðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

�Ca
mn

d
dt
λmb ðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �
ð2Þ

Now writing λabðtÞ ¼
Pn

i ¼ 1
Pn

j ¼ 1 λ
ij

ðtÞ ∂=∂ui
� �aðdbujÞ, we can

compute the first term on the right-side of Eq. (2) using the
definition of the coordinate derivative operator ∇n:

d
dt
ð∇nλ

a
bðtÞÞ

����
t ¼ 0

¼ d
dt

Xn
i ¼ 1

Xn
j ¼ 1

Xn
k ¼ 1

∂λ
ij

ðtÞ
∂uk

0
B@

1
CA ∂

∂ui

� �a

ðdbujÞðdnukÞ

0
B@

1
CA
�������
t ¼ 0

¼
Xn
i ¼ 1

Xn
j ¼ 1

Xn
k ¼ 1

d
dt

∂λ
ij

ðtÞ
∂uk

0
B@

1
CA
�������
t ¼ 0

0
B@

1
CA ∂

∂ui

� �a

ðdbujÞðdnukÞ

¼
Xn
i ¼ 1

Xn
j ¼ 1

Xn
k ¼ 1

∂
∂uk

d
dt
λ
ij

ðtÞ
�����
t ¼ 0

 ! !
∂
∂ui

� �a

ðdbujÞðdnukÞ
11 Related issues are discussed by Dasgupta (2015).
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¼∇n
d
dt
λabðtÞ

����
t ¼ 0

� �

The first equality follows from the definition of the coordinate
derivative operator ∇n (Malament, 2012, p. 65), the second from
the linearity of d=dt, the third from the fact that the coordinates in
ðU;φÞ do not depend on t, and the fourth again from the definition
of the coordinate derivative operator.

Plugging this into Eq. (2) we have that

d
dt

∇nλ
a
bðtÞ

� ���
t ¼ 0 ¼

d
dt
ð∇nλ

a
bðtÞÞ

����
t ¼ 0

þCm
nb

d
dt
λamðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

�Ca
mn

d
dt
λmb ðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

¼∇n
d
dt
λabðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �
þCm

nb
d
dt
λamðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

�Ca
mn

d
dt
λmb ðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

¼∇n
d
dt
λabðtÞ

��
t ¼ 0

� �

The first equality is simply Eq. (2), the second follows from the
above computation, and the third follows from Malament (2012,
Prop. 1.7.3) and the definition of Cabc.□

Lemma 2. Let ξa be a smooth field on M and ∇ a derivative operator
on M with associated curvature field Ra

bcd. Then ∇ commutes with Lξ
(in their action on any tensor field) iff ∇a∇bξ

m ¼ Rm
bnaξ

n.

Proof. See Malament (2012, p. 70).□

Lemma 3. Let ξa be a smooth field on M and ∇ a derivative operator
on M. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Lξ and ∇ commute (in their action on any tensor field).
(2) For every (local) 1-parameter group of flows fΓt : U-Γt ½U�gtA I

generated by ξa and all tA I, ðΓtÞnð∇nλ
a1…ar
b1…bs Þ ¼∇n ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ
� �

.

Proof. We first show that (2) implies (1). Let ξa, M and ∇ be as in
the statement of the proposition, and let λa1…ar

b1…bs be an arbitrary
smooth tensor field on M. We compute that

Lξð∇nλ
a1…ar
b1…bs Þj p ¼ lim

t-0

1
t

ðΓtÞnð∇nλ
a1…ar
b1…bs Þj p �ð∇nλ

a1…ar
b1…bs Þj p

� �

¼ lim
t-0

1
t

∇n ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ

� �
j p
�ð∇nλ

a1…ar
b1…bs Þj p

� �

¼ d
dt
∇n ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ
� ����

t ¼ 0

� �
j p

¼∇n
d
dt

ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ

� ����
t ¼ 0

� �
j p

¼∇n lim
t-0

1
t

ðΓtÞnðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ�ðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ
� �� �

j p

¼∇nðLξλ
a1…ar
b1…bs Þj p

The first and sixth equalities follow from the definition of the Lie
derivative, the second equality from the assumption that (2) holds,
the third and fifth from the definition of d=dt, and the fourth from
Lemma 1. Since λa1…ar

b1…bs was arbitrary, this means that Lξ and ∇
commute.

We now show that (1) implies (2). This direction requires a bit
more work. Assume that Lξ and ∇n commute. The proof is
essentially the same regardless of the index structure of λa1…ar

b1…bs ,
so we work with a representative case λab. Let νa, μb, and βn be

vectors at a point pAU and define f : I-R by

f ðtÞ ¼ ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �

j pνaμ
bβn

:

Note that f ð0Þ ¼ ð∇nλ
a
bÞj pνaμbβn. We show that f 0ðtÞ ¼ 0 for every

tA I. This will imply that f is constant, and therefore that for every
tA I,

f ðtÞ ¼ ð∇nλ
a
bÞj pνaμbβn ¼ ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j pνaμ

bβn
:

Since νa, μb, βn, and p are arbitrary, this will imply that
ðΓtÞnð∇nλ

a
bÞ ¼∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ, as desired.

So we compute

f 0ðtÞ ¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� t� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j pνaμ
bβn

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j pνaμ

bβn
�

¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� t� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
þðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ

�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
¼ lim

s-0

1
s

ðΓ� t� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
�

ðAÞ

þ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
�

ðBÞ

The first equality follows from the definition of the derivative, the
second follows by adding and subtracting the same real number,
and the third follows from the linearity of limits.

We now compute the terms labelled (A) and (B) above:

ðAÞ ¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� t� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
�

¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� tÞn○ðΓ� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
�

¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� sÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j Γ � t ðpÞ

�
�∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞj Γ � t ðpÞ

�
� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

¼L�ξ ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �

j Γ � t ðpÞ
� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

¼ �Lξ ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �

j Γ � t ðpÞ
� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

The first equality follows from the definition of (A) above, the
second from properties of flow maps, the third from the definition
of the pullback and the linearity of the limit, the fourth from the
definition of the Lie derivative, and the fifth from properties of the
Lie derivative.

And likewise, we compute that

ðBÞ ¼ lim
s-0

1
s

ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� �

j p ðνaμ
bβnÞ

�
�ðΓ� tÞn ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j p ðνaμ

bβnÞ
�

¼ lim
s-0

1
s

∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞj Γ � t ðpÞ
�∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞj Γ � t ðpÞ

� �
� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

¼ d
ds

∇nðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ
� ���

s ¼ 0

� �
j Γ � t ðpÞ

� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ
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¼∇n
d
ds
ðΓtþ sÞnðλabÞ

��
s ¼ 0

� �
j Γ � t ðpÞ

� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

¼∇n lim
s-0

1
s

Γtþ sð ÞnðλabÞ�ðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �� �

j Γ � t ðpÞ

� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

¼∇n LξðΓtÞnðλabÞ
� �

j Γ � t ðpÞ
� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ

The first equality follows from the definition of (B), the second
from the definition of the pullback and the linearity of the limit,
the third from the definition of d=ds, the fourth from Lemma 1, the
fifth again from the definition of d=ds, and the sixth from the
definition of the Lie derivative.

Finally putting all of these computations together we have that

f 0ðtÞ ¼ ðAÞþðBÞ
¼ �Lξ ∇nðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j Γ � t ðpÞ

� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ
þ∇n LξðΓtÞnðλabÞ

� �
j Γ � t ðpÞ

� ðΓ� tÞnðνaμbβnÞ
¼ 0:

The third equality follows from the assumption that ∇n and Lξ
commute.□

Lemma 4. Let f : M-M be a diffeomorphism and ∇ a derivative
operator on M. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) γ is a geodesic iff f○γ is a geodesic (with respect to ∇).
(2) For all tensor fields λa1…ar

b1…bs , f
nð∇nλ

a1…ar
b1…bs Þ ¼∇nf

nðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ.

Proof. We first remark that (2) holds if and only if

f nð∇nλ
a1…ar
b1…bs Þ ¼∇nf nðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ ð3Þ
for every smooth field λa1…ar

b1…bs . For if (2) holds, then in particular it
must be that f nð∇nf nðλa1…ar

b1…bs ÞÞ ¼∇nf
nðf nðλa1…ar

b1…bs ÞÞ. And this is equiva-
lent to Eq. (3) since f n○f n is the identity map. The converse
implication is established in precisely the same manner.

We now show that (2) implies (1). Assume that (2) holds and
let γ be a geodesic with tangent field ξa. We know that ξn∇nξ

a ¼ 0,
and therefore that f nðξn∇nξ

aÞ ¼ 0. By the preceding remark con-
cerning the equivalence of (2) and Eq. (3), this implies that
f nðξnÞ∇nf nðξaÞ ¼ 0, so f○γ is a geodesic. If f○γ is a geodesic, a
parallel argument shows that γ is a geodesic.

Now assume that (1) holds. Define a new derivative operator ∇0

on M by

∇0
nðλa1…ar

b1…bs Þ ¼ f n∇nf nðλa1…ar
b1…bs Þ:

We will show that ∇0 ¼∇. This will complete the proof again by
the remark concerning the equivalence of (2) and Eq. (3). It will
suffice to show that ∇ and ∇0 admit exactly the same class of
geodesics (Malament, 2012, Prop. 1.7.8).

Let γ be a geodesic with respect to ∇ with tangent field ξa. We
see that

ξn∇0
nξ

a ¼ ξnðf n∇nf nðξaÞÞ ¼ f nðξnÞ∇nf nðξaÞ ¼ 0:

The second equality follows by the definition of the pullback, and
the last equality follows since f○γ is a geodesic by (1). Let γ0 be a
geodesic with respect to ∇0 with tangent field ξ0a. We see that

0¼ ξ0n∇0
nξ

0a ¼ ξ0nðf n∇nf nðξ0aÞÞ ¼ f nðξ0nÞ∇nf nðξ0aÞ:

So f○γ0 is a geodesic with respect to ∇, so γ0 is too by (1). Therefore
∇ and ∇0 admit the same class of geodesics.□

Lemmas 2–4 immediately imply Fact 2.
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